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Unleash the Full Power
of Spatial Data

A Single Point Access to
Unlimited Geospatial Data
Explorer+, from Kapcite, is a map-centric viewer that allows
users to view, access and use data through intuitive, user-friendly
map interfaces using a web browser. By consolidating and
mapping geospatial data from various sources, systems and
formats into a centralized database facilitates data sharing,
improves data access, and provides easy interaction with the
data under a single access point.

Gain Total Control over Your
Spatially Enabled Information
Explorer+ provides a highly configurable system for instant
mapping of geospatial data with two core geo platform
components: the Map Viewer and the Administrator Module.
Explorer+ comes with a basic data model that addresses the
industry's need.
The Map Viewer solution delivers customized mapping
capabilities with navigation tools, redlining, querying and
information display based on the user’s need. The Administrator
Module establishes the levels of access and control for each
user, as well as the system's setup and database defaults.

Explore+ Dynamic Mapping
Capabilities
Explorer+ offers a comprehensive list of functions to fully utilize
spatial data, these including:

Map Display
Features customizable map layers based on data with options to
load new information.

Navigation Tools
Provides the user with the necessary tools to easily zoom in or
out, pan the map and change its scale or type.

Bookmarks
Saves a particular geographic location for future use and
reference.

Measurement
Easily measures coordinates and various elements with different
units and label options.

Identification
Assists in locating specific areas or points on the map based on
the set parameters.

Table of Contents and Legend
Displays a dynamic table of contents with a legend that lists all
the layers on the map and showcases the features in each layer.
The user can toggle the visibility of the layers in the list.

Search
Offers a wide range of searching options with the ability to
broaden or limit searches to specific data fields and ranges.

Redlining
Enables the user to make freehand georeferenced graphical
edits that can be easily imported in the geodatabase.

Print and Save
Offers various options for users to print their maps in different
formats, save their maps and share them with others online.

Brought to you by K&A
Explorer+ is a geospatial map viewer tracking by Kapcite,
a solution of Khatib & Alami (K&A). Kapcite is a pioneer
of efﬁcient technology with three decades of experience,
tapping into the potential and usefulness of Geographic
Information Systems across governments, businesses, clients
and users.
For more information, please visit www.kapcite.com
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